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EDITORIAL BOARD
Joan Cunningham (Ph.D. Public Health: Epidemiology) is a cancer epidemiologist, recently retired from the Medical
University of South Carolina. She holds an MSc (Biology: aquatic eco-embryology) from the University of Guelph,
Ontario, Canada and Ph.D. (Public Health: epidemiology) from the University of Texas School of Public Health (Houston).
Her work focuses on racial disparities in breast cancer, and non-pharmacological mitigation of cancer treatment side
effects. She also gives invited lectures on cancer epidemiology to the graduate program at the University of Texas
Health Science Center at San Antonio, Texas.
Amanda Haste (Ph.D. Musicology; Dip.Trans.IoLET) is a British musicologist and academic translator whose research
interests include identity construction through music and language. She is a member of the Chartered Institute of
Linguists and teaches courses in Translation and in English for Specific Purposes at Aix-Marseille University, France.
Her research has been published in leading journals and books by major editors, and she co-authored Constructing
Identity in an Age of Globalization (Paris: Ex Modio, 2015); and her awards include the Louise Dyer Award for research
into British music, and the Elizabeth Eisenstein Essay Prize (2018).
Annie Rehill (Ph.D. Modern French Studies, MFA) specializes in the literature and history of Francophone Canada,
focusing on intercultural expressions and implications. Most recently she has studied Métis literature and art. Previous
work in ecocriticism centered on representations of the Canadian coureur de bois figure, and on Francophone
Caribbean writings. Her publications include “Le Travail dans la nature canadienne: L’Équilibre (et le déséquilibre)
humain tel qu’il est représenté par Louis Goulet et Joseph-Charles Taché” (2018); “An Ecocritical Reading of JosephCharles Taché’s Forestiers et voyageurs” (2018); Backwoodsmen As Ecocritical Motif in French Canadian Literature
(2016); and “Inscriptions of Nature from Guadeloupe, Haiti, and Martinique” (2015).
Shelby Shapiro (Ph.D. American Studies), the General Editor of The Independent Scholar, served for many years as
the English-language editor of Tsum punkt/To the Point, the magazine of Yiddish of Greater Washington, as well as
for its predecessor publication. He is currently Associate Editor of Records of the State of Connecticut. His Ph.D.
dissertation dealt with acculturation and American Jewish women in the Yiddish press ; he is a Yiddish-English
translator, and his research interests include Jazz and Blues (having presented jazz radio programs for nine years), the
labor movement, the First World War, and immigrant anarchism.
Patricia Silver (Ph.D. Anthropology) is a sociocultural anthropologist whose research has centered on the Puerto
Rican diaspora in the U.S. states. Her publications have appeared in American Ethnologist; CENTRO Journal of the
Center for Puerto Rican Studies; Identities: Global Studies in Culture and Power; Op. Cit.: Revista del Centro de
Investigaciones Históricas; Southern Cultures; Memory Studies; and Latino Studies. Her book, Sunbelt Diaspora: Race,
Class, and Latino Politics in Puerto Rican Orlando was published in 2020.
Tim Woolley (Ph.D. Theology) is a British Methodist minister and adjunct lecturer at Cliff College, tutor for the
Methodist E-Academy and the Oxford University Department of Continuing Education, and research associate of Wesley
House, Cambridge. He researches 19C British Methodism, the Holiness Movement, Revivalism and Nonconformity and
has co-written Mission Shaped Intro (2nd ed.) for Fresh Expressions of Church and Talking of God and Worship: Leading
and Preaching for The Methodist Church in Britain.
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NOTES FOR CONTRIBUTORS
All members of NCIS and their affiliated Partner Group organizations are cordially invited to submit manuscripts to The

Independent Scholar (TIS). We welcome submissions in the form of traditional essays as well as creative or artistic
material on any topic that will appeal to our members. Your manuscript may be presented in the TIS house style and
should be referenced according to APA style. It should conform to the academic standards demanded by NCIS and will
be subjected to a robust peer review process. Please consult the submission guidelines before submitting material, but
if you have any queries don’t hesitate to contact the relevant member of the TIS Editorial Board. Manuscripts and queries
should be sent to the General Editor at tis@ncis.org.
If you have a book you would like reviewed, or you would like to offer to review a book, please email the Book Review
Editor on reviews@ncis.org. As a guide to length and content, you can download previous reviews from
https://www.ncis.org/book-reviewsthe-independent-scholar-tis.
About NCIS

The National Coalition of Independent Scholars is a 501(c)3 nonprofit corporation (est. 1989) which supports
independent scholars worldwide and provides them with a valuable scholarly community.
NCIS represents independent scholars from every continent and in many disciplines in STEM and the Humanities. Its
members include unaffiliated scholars, adjunct and part-time faculty, emeritus professors, graduate students,
researchers, artists and curators. The benefits of membership are many, but the great benefit of joining NCIS is
affiliation with an internationally recognized intellectual society.
Today, NCIS is an international organization whose members hail from many countries and pursue diverse fields of
study in a variety of disciplines. This is the population NCIS proudly serves.
Member Benefits
NCIS MEMBERSHIP offers opportunities for travel and research grants, member discounts and academic support.
FREE MEMBER RESOURCES include your own member profile page, an NCIS.org email address, and NCIS letters of
introduction.
ACADEMIC OPPORTUNITIES & RESOURCES include publication in and/or peer reviewing for The Independent Scholar,
book reviewing (or having your own academic book reviewed), free webinars and access to resources on academic skills
such as presenting conference papers, chairing conference sessions, and publishing your work.
GRANT AWARDS for which members may apply include NCIS Conference Support Grants and NCIS Research Grants
(six awards per year) and the annual Elizabeth Eisenstein Essay Prize. External grant awards can also be administered by
NCIS thanks to our 501(c)3 status. More information on all these can be found at www.ncis.org/grants.
MEMBER DISCOUNTS are offered for JSTOR Journal Access and Nota Bene referencing software, and also on
Professional Writing and Translation Services from NCIS members.
NETWORKING OPPORTUNITIES include discussion groups on Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, collegial support services,
regional and online member gatherings, and international NCIS Conferences at major academic institutions.

Find us, follow us, friend us on Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, H-Scholar and Academia.

www.ncis.org
Disclaimer Although the articles presented in The Independent Scholar have been subjected
to a robust peer review process to ensure scholarly integrity, the views expressed by
contributors are not necessarily those of the TIS editorial board or of NCIS.
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Everything Worthy of Observation: The 1826 New York State Travel Journal of Alexander Stewart Scott
(Excelsior Editions): Amazon.co.uk: Schneider, Paul G.: 9781438475158: Books
Review by Annie Rehill. Review first published online 1 March 2022 and will appear in Volume 9 of

The Independent Scholar.

In 1826, British Canadian Alexander Stewart Scott
traveled by steamboat on the St. Lawrence River from
his hometown of Quebec to Montreal, and from there
to La Prairie. A stagecoach then delivered him to SaintJean-de-Richelieu, from where another steamboat set
off down Lakes Champlain and George. Scott then
traversed upstate New York by carriages and boats for
two more months, visiting family and meeting new
people all the while—and keeping a journal. In 2015,
Ph.D. candidate Matthew DeLaMater (now an adjunct
professor at SUNY New Paltz) discovered the journal in
New York State Library’s Manuscripts and Special
Collections. He approached independent historian Paul
G. Schneider Jr., who was based in Saratoga Springs
and ideally positioned to undertake an in-depth study
of this nineteenth-century primary source material.
Working with DeLaMater and a team of librarians and
other academics, Schneider transcribed, annotated,
and contextualized the manuscript, in a project that led
eventually to publication by SUNY Press. Schneider’s
knowledge and collaborative spirit frame the work and
flesh out Scott’s world throughout.

This was a world fraught with ubiquitous danger that
seemed almost taken for granted by those who
navigated it, even among the more comfortable
socioeconomic classes of which twenty-one-year-old
Scott was a part. As the starkest example of this,
Schneider writes in the afterword that Scott died at age
forty-one in a theater fire in Quebec while attending
the presentation of an illuminated diorama—with his
fifteen-year-old daughter, who also perished. The
tragedy occurred in 1846, twenty years after Scott’s
New York journey.
His journal describes pervasive hazard as a matter of
course, including close calls while passing under
bridges of the Erie Canal, and one especially worrisome
moment when Scott slips and slides along wet rocks to
get as close as he can to Niagara Falls. Writing in his
hotel of his preparation for the venture, he says he was
“determined to see everything about the Falls at all
worthy of a stranger’s observation” (p. 71), the phrase
that inspired Schneider’s title for the edited journal.
To walk under Niagara Falls at Table Rock, Scott has to
go “down to the Beach by a spiral stair case of about
140 steps and from there close to where the water falls

Review: Schneider – Everything Worthy of Observation: The 1826 New York State Travel Journal of Alexander Stewart Scott.
First published online 1 March 2022. To be published in a forthcoming issue of The Independent Scholar.
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into the River below—(a perpendicular height of 150
feet).” Edging “close to the stream” as he follows the
guide, Scott’s fear is palpable in his description of “the
spray”:
so blinding that for the first two minutes I could
not distinguish a step of my way—if it had not
been for shame I would have turned back—the
noise of the Cataract is most awful, and I should
think could not fail of inspiring with a reverential
dread for the God of Nature even “the most
desperately wicked.” . . . The least slip of the foot
here and we are irretrievably lost, nothing to
prevent one from plunging right into the abyss
into which the water falls and which is not more
than twenty yards down—the principal
difficulties this length in, are, the want of air and
dangerous walking—the path way is upon the
side of an almost perpendicular rock, and the
only way of getting on is by fastening the feet
upon the out jutting parts of it, which from the
continual moisture is by no means easy to do
(p. 73).
After this hair-raising walk, Scott has dinner and
departs for Buffalo, the next leg on his journey. His trip
took place just fifty years after the United States had
been established, twenty-two years after Lewis and
Clark traveled to the Pacific Northwest (1804), and the
same year that James Fenimore Cooper’s novel The
Last of the Mohicans appeared. The well-read Scott
refers to the latter in a critical comparison with Sir
Walter Scott, a reaction that Schneider elaborates and
contextualizes in his introduction (p. 5).
As a historian steeped in his region’s storied past,
Schneider brings to Scott’s journal an extensive
introduction (30 pages); an afterword with information
on what became of Scott after he stopped writing the
journal; two appendices, the first identifying some of
the people mentioned in the journal, the second
recreating the record of expenses that Scott kept at the
back of his journal; ample and helpful notes; and a
decent index, although I did find myself adding to it in
the margins as I read. The endnotes, organized by
chapter, provide not just information about the
references, but also often deeper understanding and
background.
The illustrations are numerous and very useful, in that
they flesh out the period and those who inhabited it,
enhancing Scott’s written descriptions. Schneider also
helpfully includes several maps, but two more would

have been most welcome—one for an overview of the
region as a whole; another to trace the entire Erie Canal,
which features prominently in Scott’s journey. The
canal was built between 1817 and 1825, meaning Scott
traveled along it just one year after its completion.
More history and information on the canal would also
have been appropriate in the introduction, though
Schneider does include the main facts (p. 13) as part of
his overview of the Lake Champlain/Lake George
regional development.
Schneider’s introduction also brings Scott to life for the
reader, summarizing his situation in life and his
mentality and views in the context of his time and place
as well as his family’s background and situation. The
historian’s perspective deepens the reader’s
understanding of the travel narrative that follows,
despite a few undergraduate-level observations such
as defining what “provenance” means (p. 24). This
section features quite a bit of speculation on the
editor’s part, educated guesses that are necessary in
the absence of evidence—but this fact needed to be
stated only once. This this could indicate simply a lack
of confidence on Schneider’s part, for which there is no
need, as the suitability of his credentials to study and
present the work is clear. Finally, the concluding
paragraph of the provenance section, which explains
how Schneider came across the manuscript in the first
place, would have been more helpful placed closer to
the beginning. Instead, the reader wonders throughout
the section about a question that could have been
dispensed with quickly.
These are minor quibbles. Overall, Schneider offers a
useful and intriguing contribution to the ready
availability of early American primary sources. One
aspect of the book is noteworthy for scholars who toil
away independently. Schneider, an NCIS member who,
as a retired museum professional, already worked with
and was known to local historians, collaborated with an
academically affiliated team to comb through and
explain a piece of history that had been hiding since
1954 in the New York State Library’s special collections.
The project must have been exciting, and its fruit adds
to knowledge not only about travel in the still-young
United States, but also about socioeconomic
conditions in upstate New York and the Canadas.

Dr. Annie Rehill (Ph.D. Modern French Studies, MFA)
specializes in the literature and history of Francophone
Canada, focusing on intercultural expressions and
implications.
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